
          1    EXT. DOWNTOWN LOS ANGLE-NIGHT                                
1

               a little girl is in her room and she starts looking 
into her
               room

               the little girl starts heading downstairs, to get 
something
               to eat in the kitchen

               as the girl is getting something to eat, she notices
               something on the door and it's note that says "we know 
about
               your scince work Kennith

               as the girl is looking at the note, her parents showed 
up
               they know that something is not right and something is 
wrong

                                          KENNITH SERNEITY
                              oh no. We got get out of here
                              right now.

               Kennith and Irein start packing all of their belongings 
and
               take Sernna with her and take Sernna to a neighborhood 
in
               Los Angles

               as Serna and her parents get to the door, her dad 
knocks on
               the door, and his friend opens the door

                                          PETER SIMLIS
                              Ken, What are you doing here?

                                                                     
CUT TO

          2    INT. INSIDE THE SIMLES'S HOUSE                               
2

               Serna watches her parents talk with Simlis

                                          KENNITH SERNEITY
                              Serna, you are going to stay here
                              with some foster parents intel
                              your mother and I get back.

                                          YOUNG SERNA SERNITY
                              where you guys going?

                                          KENNITH SERNEITY
                              something your mother and I have
                              to do?

                                          YOUNG SERNA SERNITY
                              I want to come with you.

                                          IRAIN SERENITY
                              I'm sorry sweet heart you can't
                              you need to stay here.

                                          KENNITH SERNEITY
                              come on Irain we have to go.



               Irain and Kennith atart walking away into the darkness, 
and
               young Serna watches from a stair case

                                                                     
CUT TO

          3    INT. LOS ANGLES COMMUNITY COLLEGE-MORNING                    
3

               Serna starts heading to a college class by taking a 
city bus
               there

               "13 years later"

               the bus stops around L.A. Community college and Serna 
gets
               off there and she starts heading to class

                                                                     
CUT TO

          4    INT. LOS ANGLES COMMUNITY COLLEGE-MORNING                    
4

               Serna starts heading to class, as Serna is heading into
               class, Molly stops her

                                          MOLLY JENSEN
                              Serna.

               Serna turns back.

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              hey Molly what's up. How was your
                              weekend?

                                          MOLLY JENSEN
                              oh it was okay I guess.

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              oh why is that?

                                          MOLLY JENSEN
                              cause I didn't end up going to
                              frat party yesterday like you
                              wanted me to. and I don't have a
                              bus pass like you. so I couldn't
                              take the bus and my mom was
                              working so she couldn't take me

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              oh no I'm sorry to hear that
                              Molly. Well don't worry this is
                              like the last week of college so
                              after today we will do something
                              really fun. Like we can like go to
                              Paris or something that would be
                              fun.

                                          MOLLY JENSEN
                              but what about your brother?

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              oh Logan will be alright plus he



                              hangout with his friends like all
                              the time so it should be big deal.

                                          MOLLY JENSEN
                              well that sounds awesome. So did
                              you study for the final or did you
                              not study as always for this whole
                              year?

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              no I studied.

                                          MOLLY JENSEN
                              right. that last time you said
                              that you ended up day-dreaming and
                              you failed the winter quarter
                              final.

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              okay that was a really bad
                              ebarasing moment but I promise
                              this one will not be like that.

                                          MOLLY JENSEN
                              okay what ever you say Serna but I
                              still don't buy it.

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              oh shut up.

               as they keep on walking the two girls start laughing as 
they
               start heading to class.

               as they get into class, they sit at their desks and 
other
               students start coming.

               finally the english teacher comes in.

                                          ZOEY JOHNSON
                              alright class today is the final
                              and i hope all of you have studied
                              and use your brains and take your
                              time. Remember this is not a race.

               the teacher starts handing out a lot of quiz papers to 
the
               students

               Serna and other students start taking the test and 
Serna
               starts writing down all her answers

               as class is over, Serna and Molly turn in their test to 
the
               dropbox and they start heading to another class

                                          MOLLY JENSEN
                              so how did you think you did on
                              your test?

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              i don't know I think I did alright
                              I suppose.

                                          MOLLY JENSEN



                              oh thats awesome at least you
                              didn't day dream like you did last
                              time.

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              well yeah that is very true.

                                          MOLLY JENSEN
                              well lets just see if we can pass
                              this final as well. Cause I really
                              cannot wait for Paris.

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              yeah same here.

                                                                     
CUT TO

          5    EXT. DOWNTOWN LOS ANGLES-DAY                                 
5

               Logan starts heading back from work

               as Logan is walking home from work in La, a tall man 
with
               black hair starts stairing at logan

               Logan looks at his pay-check with a disgusted look on 
his
               face

                                          LOGAN SERENITY
                              wow I can't believe I got paid
                              400$ again i should be making more
                              then that. What am I going to how
                              are me and Serna going to keep on
                              supporting the apartment?

               Logan starts walking to a park in LA, and the man with 
black
               hair starts fallowing him

                                                                     
CUT TO

          6    EXT. LA PARK-DAY                                             
6

               Logan sits on a bench and feeling very depressed.

                                          LOGAN SERENITY
                              I'm so freaking tried of my
                              wrothless life.

                                          DARIEN SHIELDS
                              why is that?

               Logan turns back.

                                          LOGAN SERENITY
                              what the?...who the hell are
                              you??...

                                          DARIEN SHIELDS
                              I'm Darien by the way I see your
                              having a problem with work.



                                          LOGAN SERENITY
                              yeah it's just that I have been
                              working for this carpet place for
                              like 4 years and they have not
                              been able to give a raise and it's
                              hard because I live with my sister
                              in her apartment in downtown LA
                              and money is like really tight.

                                          DARIEN SHIELDS
                              I see. Do your parents know about
                              your money struggles?

                                          LOGAN SERENITY
                              our parents left us when Serna and
                              I were really little and to this
                              day Serna has not even tried to
                              find out what really happend to
                              them.

                                          DARIEN SHIELDS
                              so your sister is always focuced
                              on other things but not on the
                              really hard questions if that is
                              right statement to say.

                                          LOGAN SERENITY
                              yeah that sounds right.

                                          DARIEN SHIELDS
                              so why did your parents leave?

                                          LOGAN SERENITY
                              Serna and I don't know the only
                              thing I remember is that when we
                              where little we had to stay with
                              foster parents for a while and
                              then we were on our own once we
                              both turned 18 and we have been
                              living her in LA ever since.

                                          DARIEN SHIELDS
                              well sounds like a really sad
                              stroy Logan. I'm not a therapist
                              or anything but if you ever need a
                              friend or so just call me or
                              something.

                                          LOGAN SERENITY
                              I already have friends and...what
                              do you know about me?

                                          DARIEN SHIELDS
                              just the important stuff...anyway
                              just meet me around Central park
                              west and around a bar there and
                              both you could get a drink or
                              something.

                                          LOGAN SERENITY
                              okay it was not to meet you
                              Darien.

               as Logan is about to say good-bye, Darien is gone 
within a
               flash.



                                          LOGAN SERENITY
                              sounds like this guy has some sort
                              of tricks up his sleeve or some
                              super powers.

                                                                     
CUT TO

          7    INT. SERNA AND LOGAN'S APARTMENT-DAY                         
7

               Serna and Molly come into Serna's apartment

               Serna and Molly start heading into Serna's bed-room

                                          MOLLY JENSEN
                              so what clothes are going to pack?

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              I don't know Molly I was just
                              thinking we would get some new
                              clothes there but I don't know I
                              like all my clothes though.

                                          MOLLY JENSEN
                              well I'm just really excited to
                              see Paris for the frist time.

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              yeah same here.

                                          MOLLY JENSEN
                              are you sure your brother is going
                              to be okay being in LA by himself.

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              sure he is Molly. Logan is a big
                              boy he can take care of himself
                              just fine now lets go our flight
                              leaves in 3 hours.

               Serna and Molly finsh packing and they start heading to 
LAX
               airport

                                                                     
CUT TO

          8    INT. INSIDE THE AIRPLANE-DAY                                 
8

               Serna starts looking at the window as the plane is 
taking
               off

               as Serna is on the plane, the plane gets to Paris and 
Serna
               and Molly get off the plane

               Serna and Molly get a taxi around the airport and the 
driver
               takes them to a hotel

               as Serna and Molly are in the plane, a black cat starts
               falling the cab

                                                                     



CUT TO

          9    EXT. PARIS HOTEL-NIGHT                                       
9

               the cab driver opens the cab door and Serna and Molly 
get
               out of the car

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              wow this is such a nice hotel.

                                          MOLLY JENSEN
                              oh yeah.

               as Serna and Molly get into the hotel, the cat stairs 
at
               them and the cat fallows them and cat sneaks into 
Serna's
               suitcase

                                                                     
CUT TO

          10   INT. THE HOTEL ROOM-NIGHT                                    
10

               Serna and Molly get into the hotel room

                                          MOLLY JENSEN
                              oh my god this hotel is just
                              awesome.

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              oh yeah I really love the view and
                              the moon is just beauitful.

               Molly walks into the balcony and starts looking at the 
moon

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              I'm going to unpack my clothes.

               Serna starts unpacking her suitcase

               as Serna is unpacking her suitcase, she finds a picture 
of
               her parents and she looks at the picture for 30 seconds 
and
               Serna puts the picture

               suddenly as Serna puts the picture down, the black cat 
shows
               up

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              hello little thing where did you
                              come from?

               the black cat made a meow and then Serna notices a 
band-aid
               on the cat, Serna takes the band-aid off of the cat's
               forehead

               then some sort of magic starts coming out of the cat's
               forehead and the moon dust starts spinning around Serna 
and



               Serna's skin starts turning blue and Serna's body 
starts
               feeling very weird and very cold

               Serna passes out and she starts shivering and Serna 
starts
               shaking

                                          LUNA
                              have no fear, I will take to a
                              place where you will know your
                              desenity.

               as Serna keeps on shivering and shaking as her body is
               getting cold, Serna falls alsleep and passes out and 
her
               body teleports out of the hotel room

                                                                     
CUT TO

          11   EXT. MOON KINGDOME-NIGHT                                     
11

               Serna ends up in the castle butt naked

               Serna gets up from getting moon sleepiness and starts
               looking around the room

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              oh my god...oh my head and...WHERE

                                          THE HELL ARE MY CLOTHES?!...

                                          LUNA
                              hello Serna.

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              what the a talking cat no it can't
                              be cats don't talk.

                                          LUNA
                              well that is very true but my name
                              is Luna and I was here to look for
                              you and I choice you to be sailor
                              moon cause planet earth is in
                              grave danger by darkness

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              but how is that possible?

                                          LUNA
                              it's really quite simple Serna and
                              they might have something to do
                              with your parents disaperence.

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              wait...my parents...how do you
                              know about them? Your Lying my
                              parents died when I was a little
                              girl.

                                          LUNA
                              that is not true an evil Dark
                              Queen name Queen Nehelnia took
                              them away from you in some sort of
                              way and she is going to use her



                              powers to destroy earth and Serna
                              I need you to join me and we can
                              destroy her

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              well if it helps get my parents
                              back. I'm in.

               Luna hands Serna a little pen like stick with a moon on 
it

                                          LUNA
                              this is yours Serna. You will use
                              it to become something much bigger
                              then yourself.

               Serna holds the staff and then moon magic starts coming 
out
               of the stick

               the moon magic starts transforming and getting really
               speical clothing

               the magic moon powers give Serna white gloves, red 
boots, a
               white-top shirt with gold around the center of the top, 
a
               gold tearai with a red ruby on it, a blue and sliver 
skirt

               Sailor Moon starts coming out the moon smoke with her 
outfit
               on

                                          LUNA
                              I think we are ready for training.

                                                                     
CUT TO

          12   EXT. MOON KINGDOME-OBSTACLE COURSE-NIGHT                     
12

               Sailor Moon starts jumping off of the obstacle course
               avoiding objects flown at her

               Sailor Moon keeps on running and she jumps on a wall 
and
               jumps back and in fourth between walls and finally 
lands on
               the high surface.

               Sailor Moon keeps on running and Luna uses her magic 
powers
               to create fake monsters

                                          LUNA
                              this next exercise will test your
                              combat skills.

               a fake monster tries to attack Sailor Moon, but Sailor 
Moon
               ducks and punches the monster in the face, another 
monster
               tries to attack her, Sailor moon sticks out her hands 
and
               magic moon light comes out and kills the monster.



               Sailor Moon kicks the last monster in the face and 
kills it

                                          LUNA
                              the next excerise will test you
                              weapon combat skills

               a pink moon staff appears on Sailor Moon's hands

                                          LUNA
                              use it very wisely.

               another fake monster appears with a sword in his hands, 
the
               monster tries to whack sailor Moon in the face, Sailor 
Moon
               avoids the hits and uses her rage to kill the monster, 
the
               monster does a monster roar and whacks Sailor Moon in 
the
               face and forces her agasint the wall

                                          LUNA
                              remember Sailor Moon your enemy is
                              not going to play nice and you
                              will always have to find ways to
                              kill your enemies.

               Sailor Moon gets up and kicks the monster in the face,
               Sailor Moon jumps up in the air and whacks her pink 
staff at
               the monster and kills it

               Sailor Moon keeps on running and jumping over a lot of
               obstacles and ducking over objects getting thrown at 
her,
               Sailor Moon uses her ducking skills and does a couple
               back-flips, another fake knife comes at Sailor Moon and 
she
               leaps really high in the air and grabs on to a pool.

                                          LUNA
                              this last excerise will test your
                              climbing ablities and how you
                              blance

               Sailor Moon swings on the pool and she flips over the 
pool
               with her whole body and lands on top of the pool and 
Sailor
               Moon jumps up in the air and she hangs on the ledge and
               climbs up

               Sailor Moon keeps on running and a monster tries to 
attack
               from behind, Sailor Moon turns back and kicks the 
monster in
               the face and forces the monster, the monster tries to 
whack
               sailor Moon in the face 6 times, sailor Moon protects
               herself with her pink staff, Sailor Moon whacks the 
monster
               in the face with her pink staff

               Sailor Moon raises her staff



                                          SAILOR MOON

                                          MOON COSMIC POWER!!!!!!!!

               Sailor Moon bangs her staff on the ground and destories 
the
               monster and the monster turns into sand

                                          LUNA
                              very good work Serna I think you
                              are ready to begin your journey as
                              a sailor scout

               Luna uses her powers on her forehead to take Sailor 
Moon to
               the moon kingdome

                                          LUNA
                              now Serna you will only be Sailor
                              Moon only when the people you love
                              are in grave danger and along your
                              journey I will give you more help.

                                          SAILOR MOON
                              Luna, How am I going to find Queen
                              Nehelenia?

                                          LUNA
                              well she used to be in space. But
                              for some reason she has found away
                              to disgisece herself on earth and
                              I do not what she is going to look
                              like and that will be something
                              you will need to find out.

               Luna uses her magic powers to take Serna back to the
               entrance of the hotel

               Serna ends up around the entrance of the hotel laying 
down
               on the side-walk

                                                                     
CUT TO

          13   INT. INSIDE THE HOTEL ROOM-NIGHT                             
13

               as Molly is outside on the balcony, Molly hears a knock 
on
               the door

               Molly walks to open the door and a couple of thugs duck 
tape
               her on the mouth and tie her up in duck tape

               Molly starts making tied-up noises, the thugs grab 
Molly

               as Molly tied up, a strange women with black and brown 
hair
               with a black dress walks into the hotel room

                                          QUEEN NEHELENIA
                              I knew this was going to be an
                              easy kidnapping. Now I'm going to
                              ask you one question...WHERE IS



                              SERNA

                                          SERNITY?!...

               Molly keeps on making tied-up nosies and starts getting
               really scared

                                          QUEEN NEHELENIA
                              you will not talk...well then I
                              guess I will have to put in my
                              black hole...put her into the dark
                              blackhole to my kingdom

               the thugs put Molly into a black hole and Molly falls 
into
               the black hole and dissapers

                                          QUEEN NEHELENIA
                              and now it's time to kill Sailor
                              Moon and kidnap the rest of her
                              family and friends.

                                                                     
CUT TO

          14   INT. THE HALLWAY IN THE HOTEL BUILDING-NIGHT                 
14

               Serna walks around the hallway and gets to her hotel 
room
               and notices something is not right.

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              oh no...

               Serna brakes down the door and notices the whole hotel 
room
               is torn-apart

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              where's Molly?

                                          LUNA
                              I don't know but something or
                              someone must have broken into the
                              hotel room.

               Luna starts looking around and she jumps on to the 
table she
               starts sniffing with her cat noise and she starts 
smelling
               Queen Nehelenia's sent

                                          LUNA
                              Serna, come look!

               Serna runs to the table and she finds a note and Serna
               starts reading the note

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              oh no they have Molly!!!...

                                          LUNA
                              it was Queen Nehelenia I knew she
                              was here when I smelled this.

               Serna starts calling Molly's cell phone and she is not



               answering her phone nor is the voice mail on.

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              and she is not even answering her
                              phone.

                                          LUNA
                              well this is not good Serna. We
                              have to save Molly and we have to
                              get back to the states and find
                              her cause she can be anywhere

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              oh no this is terrible Luna, We
                              need to go find Molly and really
                              fast

               Serna holds her pink stick, and Serna starts 
transforming
               into Sailor Moon

               Sailor Moon jumps off the building and jumps from 
building
               to building

               Sailor Moon runs around Paris,France to go find Molly

                                          SAILOR MOON
                              Molly?!

               Sailor Moon keeps on looking around the effel tower in 
Paris

               as Sailor Moon keeps on looking around, a couple of 
monsters
               show up and try to attack her from behind, Sailor Moon
               avoids their attacks and back punches the monster and 
kicks
               another one in the face

               Sailor Moon does a backflip and sprays moonlight out of 
her
               hands and turns the monster into dust

               Sailor Moon notices a strange looking building in 
Paris,
               Sailor Moon notices Queen Nehelenia's thugs guarding 
the
               building

                                          LUNA
                              we have to find away to break into
                              that building and find out if we
                              can find any clues.

                                          SAILOR MOON
                              I agree with you on that fact
                              Luna.

               as the thugs are guarding the building Sailor Moon 
pulls out
               her pink staff and uses her magic powers to lift up the
               thugs and hit against the wall, another thug tries to 
punch
               Sailor Moon but Sailor Moon avoids the punch and kicks 
the
               thug in the face



               Sailor Moon starts breaking into the building and goes
               upstaris to the top floor

               Sailor Moon uses her moon light powers to turn the door 
knob
               into the dust, Sailor Moon kicks the door open and she
               starts looking around looking for clues

                                          LUNA
                              so you see anything yet?

                                          SAILOR MOON
                              no nothing this is just an empty
                              room.

                                          LUNA
                              Well there is got to be something
                              we can find.

               Sailor Moon keeps on looking and looks in all the 
shelves
               and cabnets

                                          SAILOR MOON
                              it looks like we looked everywhere
                              Luna but nothing.

                                          LUNA
                              well we gotta get back on the
                              frist flight back to America and
                              see if something happend to Molly.

                                                                     
CUT TO

          15   EXT. OUTSIDE OF DAREN'S HOUSE-DAY                            
15

               Logan shows up at Darien's house in Los Angles

               Logan knocks on the door, Darien answers the door

                                          DARIEN SHIELDS
                              hello Logan what's up?

                                          LOGAN SERENITY
                              well nothing I just wanted to see
                              you cause I just have no one to
                              hangout with and when my sister is
                              gone well I'm very limited.

                                          DARIEN SHIELDS
                              oh I see. Come in Logan.

               Logan comes into Darien's house and he walks into the
               kitchen

                                          LOGAN SERENITY
                              wow I really like your house.

                                          DARIEN SHIELDS
                              thanks Logan. So what did you need
                              talk to me about Logan?

                                          LOGAN SERENITY
                              well the reason I came here is



                              because. I just want to found out
                              some things about my parents and
                              why they left.

                                          DARIEN SHIELDS
                              well Logan you probley have come
                              to the wrong person. Like I said
                              I'm a therapist so I cannot help
                              you with your personal past
                              problems Logan.

                                          DARIEN SHIELDS(CONTD)
                              but I can help solve them and
                              maybe uncover some clues. Do you
                              know who they where working for
                              before they left?

                                          LOGAN SERENITY
                              no. But I think we can look up
                              their names I would suppose.

                                          DARIEN SHIELDS
                              yeah that is a very good plan
                              Logan.

                                                                     
CUT TO

          16   INT. UPSTARIS IN DARIEN'S OFFICE                             
16

               Logan starts typing on google his parents name and 
looking
               up all their information on the computer

               Logan starts seeing pictures of his parents with a 
women
               with brown hair

                                          LOGAN SERENITY
                              Darien, Do you know who this women
                              in the picture with my parents
                              might be?

               Darien looks at the picture and starts looking at the 
words
               on the bottom

                                          DARIEN SHIELDS(READING)
                              Doctor Jackie St.Monroe a very
                              smart scincetist that works on
                              Mercury radiation and how Mercury
                              works and her building is in
                              Downtown Los Angles.

                                          LOGAN SERENITY
                              do you think we should try to get
                              into that Mercury scince center
                              building?

                                          DARIEN SHIELDS
                              well I think it really might be a
                              good idea. Do you want some Coffee
                              or anything?

                                          LOGAN SERENITY
                              yes please.



               Darien goes and gets Logan a cup of coffee and hands 
him
               coffee

                                          DARIEN SHIELDS
                              but I do think this might be
                              dangerous mission to get into that
                              building cause we don't know for
                              sure if Jackie St.Monroe had
                              anything to do with your parents
                              leaving.

                                          LOGAN SERENITY
                              yeah but we still need to find out
                              for sure though.

                                          DARIEN SHIELDS
                              well Logan it's your funeral and
                              also try not to do anything
                              stupid.

                                                                     
CUT TO

          17   EXT. OUTSIDE THE MERCURY CENTER BUILDING IN LA-DAY           
17

               Darien and Logan see the building and get into the 
building

                                          LOGAN SERENITY
                              so this is the place?

                                          DARIEN SHIELDS
                              sure looks like.

               Logan and Darien go into the building

                                                                     
CUT TO

          18   INT. INSIDE THE MERCURY BUILDING IN LA-DAY                   
18

               Logan and Darien get into the elevator and Darien 
presses
               the up button

               the elevator stops at Monroe's floor and Darien and 
Logan
               get off the elevator

               Logan and Darien start looking around the floor and 
find
               away into St.Monroe's office

               as the boys are walking, they see a lot of Mecury sand 
in
               the lab

                                          LOGAN SERENITY
                              what is this person plan on doing
                              with this sand?

                                          DARIEN SHIELDS
                              I don't know Logan.



               as Logan and Darien keep on invesgating, a girl 
beauitful
               girl with blue hair sees them looking around and the 
girl
               walks up to them

                                          AMY MIRREN
                              hi, can I help you boys?

                                          LOGAN SERENITY
                              yeah we are looking for
                              Dr.St.Monroe. Do you know where
                              she could be it's very important.

                                          AMY MIRREN
                              I'm sorry but she is not here. She
                              is in Paris right now. Can I get
                              your name please?

                                          LOGAN SERENITY
                              yes my name is Logan Serneity I'm
                              here to talk to her cause I'm the
                              son of Dr.Kennith Serenity

                                          AMY MIRREN
                              alright then I will tell her that
                              you came.

                                          LOGAN SERENITY
                              thank you so much.

                                          AMY MIRREN
                              no problem Logan.

                                                                     
CUT TO

          19   EXT. DOWNTOWN PARIS-NIGHT                                    
19

               Sailor Moon sits down on the roof-toop on a building

                                          SAILOR MOON
                              I don't what I'm going to do Luna.
                              We looked almost everywhere in
                              Paris and we don't know where she
                              could be.

                                          LUNA
                              well if we can't find her here
                              then I could be somewhere else I
                              would suppose. But we still have
                              to keep on looking Sailor Moon.

               as Sailor Moon is sitting down on the roof-top she 
starts
               flash backing to when her parents left when she was 
really
               little

                                          LUNA
                              so Sailor Moon do you have a
                              family or someone you see that is
                              very close?

                                          SAILOR MOON



                              well I don't really see anyone I
                              just see my brother Logan and that
                              is it.

                                          LUNA
                              well we got to get back to the
                              states because who ever kidnapped
                              Molly, this kidnapper will go
                              after Logan and or anyone else
                              that is very close to you.

                                          SAILOR MOON
                              so when do we head back to the
                              airport?

                                          LUNA
                              very soon Sailor Moon.

               Sailor Moon jumps off the building and she transforms 
back
               into Serna Serneity

                                                                     
CUT TO

          20   INT. LAX AIRPORT-DAY                                         
20

               Serna gets off the plane with her suitcases

               Serna walks to the departure area in LAX and takes a 
city
               bus

                                                      BACK TO HER 
APARTMENT

                                                                     
CUT TO

          21   EXT. OUTSIDE OF JACKIE ST.MONROE'S HOUSE                     
21

               Logan walks to Jackie's front door

               Logan looks at the address on a piece of paper

               Monroe answers the door

                                          JACKIE ST.MONROE
                              can I help you young man?

                                          LOGAN SERENITY
                              hi my name is Logan Serenity I
                              believe you knew my parents
                              Kennith and Irain Serenity

                                          JACKIE ST.MONROE
                              come in Logan.

               Logan comes into St.Monroe's house

                                                                     
CUT TO

          22   INT. INSIDE JACKIE ST.MONROE'S HOUSE                         
22



                                          JACKIE ST.MONROE
                              I'm sorry Logan I do not know
                              where your parents are I was only
                              a teenager when I was working for
                              them.

                                          LOGAN SERENITY
                              well did they ever come to see
                              before they left L.A.?

                                          JACKIE ST.MONROE
                              well no they didn't Logan. So
                              where do you live Logan?

                                          LOGAN SERENITY
                              I live with my sister Serna in
                              downtown Los Angles.

                                          JACKIE ST.MONROE
                              oh wow she must be very proud of
                              you.

                                          LOGAN SERENITY
                              not really she dosen't really care
                              about me or take me seriously.

                                          JACKIE ST.MONROE
                              oh no I'm sooo sorry Logan you
                              feel that way. What college do you
                              go to Logan.

                                          LOGAN SERENITY
                              I don't really go to college. I
                              used to but I just didn't have the
                              money to do it.

                                          JACKIE ST.MONROE
                              well Logan I can give you a job
                              and you can work with me on some
                              scince stuff in my building. What
                              do you say?

                                          LOGAN SERENITY
                              sure I would love to.

                                          JACKIE ST.MONROE
                              good Logan. We will be studying
                              the Universie and the planets and
                              it will be a lot of fun.

               Jackie hands Logan her card

                                          JACKIE ST.MONROE
                              here is my card Logan.

                                          LOGAN SERENITY
                              oh thank you.

                                          JACKIE ST.MONROE
                              no thank you Logan.

                                                                    
FADE TO

          23   INT. SERNA AND LOGAN'S APARTMENT-DAY                         
23



               Serna comes back from her trip and arvies into the 
apartment

               Serna starts calling Molly's cell phone but still no 
answer

               Serna sits on the couch

               Luna gets out of Serna's suitcase

                                          LUNA
                              any luck.

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              nothing I called her 7 times.

                                          LUNA
                              oh dear this is not good Serna.

               Logan walks into the room

                                          LOGAN SERENITY
                              hey Serna. How was your trip?

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              oh yeah about. Logan, do you know
                              where Molly is? I was with her on
                              my trip to Paris and then around
                              night time there she was gone. Do
                              you know where she could be?

                                          LOGAN SERENITY
                              did you call the police?

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              no I haven't but I have tried
                              calling her cell phone seven
                              times.

                                          LOGAN SERENITY
                              oh no that is really awful Serna.

               Serna sees the papers that Jackie gave to him

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              Logan, what are those?

                                          LOGAN SERENITY
                              well today I was around mercury
                              building and I got to meet Jackie
                              St.Monroe who is really famous
                              scincetist and she was really
                              interesting in my work.

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              oh wow that is really awesome
                              Logan. When do you start?

                                          LOGAN SERENITY
                              I start tomorrow.

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              anyway Logan, if you see Molly
                              anywhere can you tell her to call
                              me.



                                          LOGAN SERENITY
                              sure Serna.

               Logan's phone gets a text and it's from Darien

                                          LOGAN SERENITY
                              Serna I gotta run i'll see you
                              later.

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              where are you going?

                                          LOGAN SERENITY
                              I'm seeing a friend of mine.

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              what friend? You don't have any
                              friends.

                                          LOGAN SERENITY
                              yeah but I meet a new friend name
                              Darien and me and him are going to
                              hangout around the mall or so.

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              can I meet him?

                                          LOGAN SERENITY
                              well no not yet he is pretty
                              secretive. But don't you will
                              someday meet him.

               Logan runs out of the door and Luna shows up

                                          LUNA
                              something is not right.

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              I know Luna, Logan has a new
                              friend and then a job. I mean what
                              in the hell just happen?

                                          LUNA
                              Logan must have been meeting some
                              new people that we might not even
                              know.

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              yeah you are right about that.
                              What do you think we should do?

                                          LUNA
                              well I think we might need to
                              fallow him.

                                          DISSVOLE TO

          24   EXT. DOWNTOWN LOS ANGLE-NIGHT                                
24

               Serna runs of the apartment building and hides behind a
               building

               Serna pulls out her pink stick and Serna starts 
transforms
               into Sailor Moon



               Sailor Moon jumps up really high and grabs on the ledge 
and
               climbs up the ledge

               Sailor Moon and Luna start fallowing Logan as he is 
heading
               towards another apartment building that is around a bar

               Sailor Moon jumps off the building and she hides behind 
a
               secret area and Logan walks into the bar and meets up 
with
               Darien

                                          DARIEN SHIELDS
                              so what happend?

                                          LOGAN SERENITY
                              she gave me a job to work there.

                                          DARIEN SHIELDS
                              that sounds like a lot of fun.
                              Does your sister know about this?

                                          LOGAN SERENITY
                              yeah I told her. But she was a
                              little worried about it.

                                          DARIEN SHIELDS
                              well if she is worried about you.
                              I probley should go talk to her.

                                          LOGAN SERENITY
                              no,no I will talk to her Darien
                              you don't need to do anything.

                                          DARIEN SHIELDS
                              what else did you find out?

                                          LOGAN SERENITY
                              well St.Monroe gave me these
                              papers.

               Logan hands Darien the papers about her research about 
the
               mecury sand

                                          DARIEN SHIELDS
                              well it sounds like this women has
                              been working on this for a very
                              long time. But what does this have
                              to do with your parents Logan?

                                          LOGAN SERENITY
                              that is what I'm trying to do.

               as Logan and Darien are sitting down, Darien notices
               something is really not right

                                          DARIEN SHIELDS
                              something is not right here.

                                          LOGAN SERENITY
                              what's wrong Darien?

               Darien notices some thugs heading into the bar and 
walking



               towards them

                                          DARIEN SHIELDS
                              Logan, we need to get out of here
                              right now.

               the thugs grab Logan and cover his mouth

                                          DARIEN SHIELDS(SCREAMING)

                                          LOGAN!!!

               Darien runs to the thug to try to rescue, but the thugs
               punch Darien in the face

               the thugs transform into monsters and start taking 
Logan
               into a strange black hole

                                          LOGAN SERENITY
                              help, somebody help me!

               Sailor Moon notices Logan's voice and she starts 
running to
               save him but then dark monsters appears

               Sailor Moon gets out her pink staff and she starts 
fighting
               the monsters and whacks them in the face

               one of the monsters tries to punch Sailor Moon, Sailor 
Moon
               ducks and whacks the monster in the stomach and kicks 
the
               monster in the face

               another monster appears and Sailor Moon does a back-
flip and
               grabs the monster and pushes him agasint the wall

               Sailor Moon uses her staff and magic moon powers picks 
up a
               huge trash

               Sailor Moon whacks the monster from behind while 
holding the
               huge trash can with her pink staff

                                          LUNA
                              I think thats the last of them. We
                              have to find Logan Sailor Moon.

               Sailor Moon jumps up really high and lands on another
               building, Sailor Moon starts running and jumping from
               rooftop to rooftop and sees thugs putting Logan into a 
van

               Sailor Moon starts running as fast as she could to try 
to
               catch the thugs

               Sailor Moon jumps off the building and then the thugs
               dissaper with black and dark magic

                                          SAILOR MOON
                              SHIT! we lost him Luna!



                                          LUNA
                              oh dear this is not good Serna!

                                          SAILOR MOON
                              this is excatly what happend to
                              Molly in Paris

                                                                     
CUT TO

          25   INT. BAR ROOM-NIGHT                                          
25

               Darien wakes up and notices the room is all trashed up

               Darien pulls out his white mask

               Darien starts transforming into tuxedo mask

               Darien suit starts transforming into a black suit, 
black
               leather gloves, red button-up shirt, white and sliver 
neck
               tie with a black,white, and silver staff

               Tuxedo mask starts running of the bar and he starts 
looking
               for Logan

                                                                     
CUT TO

          26   EXT. DOWNTOWN LOS ANGLES.BUILDING ROOFTOP-NIGHT              
26

                                          LUNA
                              Serna, look I see some sort of
                              fighter running in the streets and
                              he seems to be really going fast
                              at 200 miles per hour

                                          SAILOR MOON
                              it must be one of those thugs that
                              attacked Logan. This time I'm not
                              going to let this guy get away.

               Sailor Moon starts jumping from rooftop to rooftop 
chasing
               Tuxedo Mask around downtown Los Angles

               Sailor Moon uses her magic moon powers to hit him, 
Tuxedo
               Mask jumps up really high and uses his staff and whacks
               Sailor Moon's moon powers back at her

                                          SAILOR MOON
                              jesues christ this guy is skilled!

               Tuxedo Mask lands back on the ground and keeps on 
running
               and running whiteout getting tried

               Sailor Moon lands on the ground she keeps on chasing 
him

               Tuxedo Mask gets really tried and he stops around the 
dock



               Sailor Moon uses her pink staff and trips Tuxedo Mask 
from
               behind and Tuxedo Mask falls flat on his face

                                          TUXEDO MASK

                                          OUCH!!!...AW SHIT!!!...

               Tuxedo Mask gets up and sees Sailor Moon

                                          SAILOR MOON
                              I don't know who the hell you are
                              working for. But you cannot kidnap
                              people!

                                          TUXEDO MASK
                              I'm sorry to say this to you
                              beauitful but I'm not the person
                              you want to go after and I'm on
                              your side.

                                          SAILOR MOON
                              I don't believe you white mask
                              boy!

               Sailor Moon runs up and tries to fight Tuxedo Mask, 
Sailor
               Moon tries to kick Tuxedo Mask in the mask 4 times

               Tuxedo Mask avoids all of her kicks, Sailor Moon throws 
a
               lot of punches at Tuxedo Mask put he avoids all the 
punches

               Sailor Moon tries to punch Tuxedo Mask in the face, 
Tuxedo
               Mask grabs her fist to defined himself

                                          TUXEDO MASK
                              look I really do not want to hurt
                              you.

                                          SAILOR MOON
                              wheres my brother then?!...

               Sailor Moon pulls out her pink staff and whacks Tuxedo 
Mask
               in the face

                                          SAILOR MOON

                                          WHERE IS HE?!

                                          TUXEDO MASK
                              i don't know where he is I was
                              with him and then he got a grabbed
                              by a couple of thugs that turend
                              into monsters.

                                          SAILOR MOON
                              your lying you are one of
                              thugs!...

                                          TUXEDO MASK
                              no I'm telling the truth I swear.



               Luna shows up

                                          LUNA
                              thats enough Serna. Let him go he
                              is telling the truth.

                                          TUXEDO MASK
                              wait Serna??...Your Logan's
                              sister?

                                          SAILOR MOON
                              yes my name Serna Sernitey I'm
                              Logan's sister I bet you must be
                              Darien I would assume.

                                          TUXEDO MASK
                              listen I don't where Logan is. But
                              I can help you find him.

                                          SAILOR MOON
                              I don't need your help. I can find
                              him myself.

                                          TUXEDO MASK
                              I have the papers on where Logan
                              was going to be working at.

               Tuxedo Mask shows Sailor Moon the papers that Logan 
gave to
               him

                                          TUXEDO MASK
                              I'm really sorry I tried to fight
                              you.

                                          SAILOR MOON
                              it's alright.

                                          TUXEDO MASK
                              Logan also met a women name Jackie
                              St.Monroe at the Mecury Building
                              in downtown Los Angles I think we
                              should start there for
                              investigation.

                                          SAILOR MOON
                              I think thats a pretty good idea
                              mask boy.

                                          TUXEDO MASK
                              Logan also thinks that Monroe had
                              something to do with your parents
                              disappearing.

                                          SAILOR MOON
                              .....how did you find that
                              out?!...

                                          TUXEDO MASK
                              Logan told me about it. Look he
                              just wanted a friend and he didn't
                              have any so he came to me.

               Sailor Moon kicks Tuxedo mask in the face and grabs him 
and
               bitch slaps him



                                          SAILOR MOON
                              that is private information and
                              you don't know anything about my
                              parents and why they left!!!!...

                                          TUXEDO MASK
                              Listen I can help you save Logan
                              and your friend Molly if you trust
                              me.

                                          SAILOR MOON
                              I can care less of what you say.
                              Your a lying theif with a suit and
                              a white mask.

                                          TUXEDO MASK
                              I'm not a thief!

                                          SAILOR MOON
                              alright then prove it then!

                                          LUNA
                              Serna he does have a point.

                                          TUXEDO MASK
                              we can work together.

                                          SAILOR MOON

                                          FOR THE FUCKING LAST TIME 
I'M NOT

                                          INTERESTED IN YOUR 
HELP!!!!...

                                          TUXEDO MASK
                              fine then thats your last then.
                              Also if your friend and your
                              brother dies don't come crying to
                              me.

               Tuxedo Mask starts walking away.

               Sailor Moon starts thinking about for 40 seconds

                                          SAILOR MOON
                              wait...you can help me

                                          TUXEDO MASK
                              nice you won't regret this. So
                              where do we start?

                                                                     
CUT TO

          27   INT. SERNA AND LOGAN'S APARTMENT-NIGHT                       
27

               Serna and Darien come into Serna's apartment and they 
both
               start looking at the papers by Jackie St.Monroe

               while Serna is looking at the papers, Darien is one the
               computer looking up Jackie St.Monroe

               Darien comes across a picture of her with Serna's 
parents



                                          DARIEN SHIELDS
                              hey meat-ball head look at this.

               Serna walks over to Darien

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              now I see why Logan was so fixated
                              on her, he was doing some
                              investigation.

                                          DARIEN SHIELDS
                              so whats the plane Serna?

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              well we gotta find out what is
                              going on in that building that
                              should give us some answers about
                              Molly and Logan's disseperense

                                          DARIEN SHIELDS
                              sounds like a really good plan.

               Darien keeps on looking at the building's website and 
finds
               an event

                                          DARIEN SHIELDS
                              there might be some sort of tour
                              there tomorrow so we might need to
                              go there to investigate.

                                                                     
CUT TO

          28   EXT. OUTSIDE OF THE MERCURY BUILDING-DAY                     
28

               Darien and Serna go into the building and they start 
looking
               for the sign in sheet.

               Darien and Serna walk to the front desk

                                          FRONT DESK
                              hello can I help you two?

                                          DARIEN SHIELDS
                              yes my name is Darien and I'm here
                              with my friend and we are here to
                              see Jackie St.Monroe.

                                          FRONT DESK
                              well she is up in 45h floor. enjoy
                              the tour

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              thank you.

               Serna and Darien start heading towards the elevator

               Luna comes out of the purse and sticks her head out

                                          LUNA
                              I'm going to take the air-vent,
                              you guys stick to the tour.



                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              okay Luna.

               Luna jumps out of the purse and Luna starts going into 
the
               air-vent

               Serna and Darien get out of the elevator start walking 
in
               the tour line

                                          JACKIE ST.MONROE
                              good evening everyone my name
                              Jacklyin St.Monroe and here at the
                              Mercury building in downtown LA I
                              study the planet Mercury how its
                              sand and liquid has a huge effect
                              on earth itself and also we will
                              be looking at the lab come along

               the rest of the tour and Darien and Serna come a long

                                          JACKIE ST.MONROE
                              now over here is the mercury room
                              and where we do all of our
                              experiments in here and also be
                              very careful this is very
                              extremely dangerous

                                          SERNA SERENITY(WHISPERING)
                              what would mercury sand have to do
                              with parents or why Molly and
                              Logan got kidnapped?

                                          DARIEN SHIELDS(WHISPERING)
                              I don't know but we should try to
                              find out no matter what happens.

               Amy notices Serna and Darien in the lab

               Amy in her shy way touches Darien and Serna on the 
shoulders

                                          AMY MIRREN
                              hi, how do you guys love the
                              building?

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              well we are not really on the tour
                              were looking for my friend Molly
                              Jensen and my brother Logan
                              Serenity

                                          AMY MIRREN
                              well I haven't seen him anywhere
                              but he did come here 2 days ago to
                              talk to Jackie and thats all I
                              know.

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              alright thats cool. Well if you
                              see my brother or my friend can
                              you please call me I'm very
                              worried about him.

                                          AMY MIRREN
                              of course I will.



               Amy starts walking away and she gets back to work.

                                                                     
CUT TO

          29   INT. JACKIE'S OFFICE IN THE MERCURY BUILDING-AFTERNOON       
29

               Jackie walks into her office and she transforms into 
Queen
               Nehelenia

                                          QUEEN NEHELENIA
                              I saw the girl that was after my
                              thugs. Kidnapping her friend and
                              her friend was pretty easy but
                              it's time that cause some sort of
                              trouble with them blow them up to
                              pieces!!

               Queen Nehelenia presses a button that activates her 
mercury
               machine and she starts making monster thugs

                                          QUEEN NEHELENIA
                              find the girl with blonde hair and
                              the boy with black hair and those
                              two have powers of supernatural
                              and they are interfering with my
                              buisness THEY

                                          MUST BE DESTROYED!!!...

               Queen Nehelenia notices Amy working in her lab

                                          QUEEN NEHELENIA
                              I know how I'm going to kill you
                              for giving out information you
                              helpless

                                          BITCH!!!!

               Queen Nehelenia presses a button that sets up Mecury 
bomb
               that will pour Mecury sand on Amy

                                                                     
CUT TO

          30   INT. AMY'S LAD.MECURY BUILDING                               
30

                                          AMY MIRREN
                              hello is there anyone there??...

               Amy starts getting back to work, suddenly though the 
lights
               go off

                                          AMY MIRREN
                              hello?...

               Amy starts looking around and notices really blue 
lights
               coming on and the lights spinning around



               all of sudden blue mercury sand starts dumping on Amy, 
Amy
               starts really getting scared and tries to shake all of 
the
               sand off of her

               Amy starts screaming

                                          AMY MIRREN(CRYING)
                              oh god please somebody help
                              me!!!...

               Amy has tears coming down her eyes

               the sand starts filling up the room, Amy tries to break 
the
               glass to get air

               all of sudden, water starts dumping and the mercury 
sand
               starts eating up Amy's clothes and the mercury sand 
starts
               getting into Amy's body

               Amy starts screaming and Amy is now butt naked under 
the
               mercury sand and under the water

               Amy passes out from the water and mercury sand that is 
now
               in her body and in her blood stream

               the glass in Amy's office breaks and Amy's naksed body 
falls
               on the floor with Sand covering her body

               a strange blue light starts shinning on Amy's naked 
body and
               Amy's boody and skin starts turning blue

               Queen Nehelenia starts walking to Amy's body and Amy 
gets up

                                          QUEEN NEHELENIA
                              hello Amy I see you have a new
                              color on you.

                                          AMY MIRREN(CRYING)
                              what the hell have you done to
                              me??...

                                          QUEEN NEHELENIA
                              lets just saw Amy I made you just
                              like me and now your body will
                              start getting out of control with
                              the mercury sand I put into our
                              body

               Amy starts running away out of the building, a lot of
               monster thugs start chasing her

                                          QUEEN NEHELENIA

                                          KILL HER!!!...

               Amy finds a way to get out of the building, Amy starts
               running down the stairs



               as Amy gets to another door, she runs into Queen 
Nehelenia
               and she grabs her by the arm and holds her below a 
ledge

                                          AMY MIRREN(CRYING)
                              no please don't do this me
                              please...

                                          QUEEN NEHELENIA
                              I'm sorry but you really must
                              die...

               Queen Nehelenia drops Amy and Amy starts falling off 
the
               building

                                          AMY MIRREN

                                          
AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!.
                                          ..

               Amy screams and as she falls down she then cracks a 
hole in
               the rode and she falls into swears and the swears take 
Amy's
               naked body and Amy falls into the ocean

               Amy's body starts getting stronger and stronger by the
               mercury sand in her body

               Amy starts swiming out of the ocean and she comes out 
of
               ocean butt naked

               Amy starts running and streaking and she starts running 
to
               Serna's apartment.

                                                                     
CUT TO

          31   INT. SERNA AND LOGAN'S APARTMENT-NIGHT                       
31

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              I still don't know how that
                              building has something to do with
                              Logan and Molly's kidnaping in
                              some sort of way.

                                          LUNA
                              well the papers and the building
                              don't lie something must have
                              happend there and we need to find
                              out why.

               all of a sudden Serna and Luna hear a knock on Serna's 
door

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              come in.

               Serna and Luna wait for a couple seconds.



                                          LUNA
                              maybe you should open the door I
                              would suppose.

               Serna walks to the door and opens the door

               as Serna opens the front door, Amy is right in-front of
               Serna with her skin turning light blue and having 
mercury
               sand on her and butt naked

                                          AMY MIRREN(SICK VOICE)
                              is there anyone in this apartment
                              that can help
                              me...get...to...a...doctor...

               Amy passes out on Serna's floor

                                          LUNA
                              what in the world??...

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              I gotta call Darien...

               Serna starts calling Darien's cell phone

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              Darien, you have to come quick
                              hurrey...

               Serna hangs up the phone

                                                                     
CUT TO

          32   INT. SERNA'S BEDROOM-NIGHT                                   
32

               Amy is laying down on Serna's bed, Luna meows and jumps 
on
               her bed and looks Amy

                                          LUNA
                              are you alright?

                                          AMY MIRREN(SICK VOICE)
                              I don't know my body just feels
                              really bad and really weried

                                          LUNA
                              Serna, get out a microscope out of
                              her shelf right away.

               Serna gets out her microscope out of her shelf and Luna 
gets
               a hold of the mercury sand and puts it on a microscope 
table

               Serna and Luna start looking at the Mecury Sand

                                          LUNA
                              oh my goodness Serna, this girl
                              has been exposed to deadly mercury
                              sand and this really sounds like
                              something out the Mecury building
                              for sure.



                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              but Luna it makes no sense. Who
                              would break into that building.

                                          LUNA
                              well who ever did. It has to be
                              someone that has all the keys and
                              codes to that building

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              well it could be Dr.Monroe cause
                              she is really fishy and now
                              because of her Logan is gone!!!!

               Darien walks into the apartment

                                          DARIEN SHIELDS
                              whats going on?

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              Amy is really sick.

               Darien runs to Amy and sees her on the bed.

                                          DARIEN SHIELDS
                              has she taken any kind of
                              medicine?

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              not yet but hopefully really soon.
                              She just needs a little bit of
                              rest.

                                          DARIEN SHIELDS
                              well anyway we will let her rest
                              here. I'm going to go investigate
                              around the Mecurey building
                              neighborhood. You stay here with
                              Amy.

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              alright Darien be-careful.

               Darien walks out of Serna's apartment

                                                                     
CUT TO

          33   INT. THE TOP FLOOR OF THE MERCURY BUILDING-NIGHT             
33

                                          QUEEN NEHELENIA
                              now that Amy has been affected by
                              my Mecurey sand nothing will stand
                              in my way and soon Tuxedo mask and
                              Sailor Moon will never be able to
                              stop me and Earth will be
                              destroyed!!!!...and so will Sailor
                              Moon's brother as well

               Queen Nehelenia walks to Logan tied up in monster ropes

                                          QUEEN NEHELENIA
                              hello Logan, Do you know why you
                              are here?

                                          LOGAN SERENITY



                              no can I please go home I miss my
                              sister and I just want to see my
                              parents again and I really miss
                              them!!!

                                          QUEEN NEHELENIA
                              well it's too bad Logan my dear
                              they are dead and I will get your
                              sister Serna and kill her along
                              with you my dear!!!!

                                          LOGAN SERENITY(SCREAMING)

                                          YOU SHOULD LEAVE HER
                                          ALONE!!!!!...

                                          QUEEN NEHELENIA
                              oh I think will not leave her
                              alone cause she will inter fear
                              with my buisness Logan and now
                              it's time to die!!!

               Queen Nehelenia uses her dark magic and she grabs 
Logan's
               heart and freezes his heart and Logan passes out

                                          QUEEN NEHELENIA
                              so long and good-bye Logan
                              Serenity!!!!...

               Queen Nehelenia walks away into the darkness with 
thunder
               and lighting in the background

                                                                     
CUT TO

          34   INT. SERNA'S BEDROOM-NIGHT                                   
34

               as Amy is sleeping on Serna's bed, Amy starts getting
               really,really strong

               Amy's skin starts turning back to normal

               as Amy turns back to normal, Amy wakes up right anyway 
and
               notices she does not have any clothes on, Amy holds out 
her
               right hand and Mecury magic powers destroy the window

               Amy jumps out the window and Amy lands on the ground 
without
               getting hurt

               as Amy is on the ground, mecury bubbles start coming 
out
               Amy's hands, the mecury powers start spinning and
               transforming Amy

               Amy starts transforming into an outfit with a white top
               shirt with a blue bow, white gloves, blue skirt,gold 
tierra
               with a blue ruby on it, and blue high boots

               Sailor Mecury starts running away from Serna's 
apartment and



               into the darkness

                                                                     
CUT TO

          35   INT. 45TH FLOOR BY SERNA'S APARTMENT DOOR                    
35

               Serna and Darien walk into Serna's apartment and notice 
her
               bedroom has been trashed up in Mercury sand and mecury 
magic

               Serna picks up the sand with both of her hands

                                          DARIEN SHIELDS
                              what the hell happend here?

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              I don't know but something tells
                              me that Amy is gone.

                                          DARIEN SHIELDS
                              Serna look.

               Serna walks around the window and notice her window is
               destroyed by mercury sand and liquid

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              Amy, is it possible?

                                          DARIEN SHIELDS
                              do you think we should go look for
                              her?

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              well we could but she is not that
                              important we have still find my
                              brother and then we will go look
                              for her I mean it's not she got
                              kidnapped she probley just went
                              home or something.

                                          DARIEN SHIELDS
                              yeah lets just hope you are right
                              about that.

                                                                     
CUT TO

          36   EXT. DOWNTOWN LOS ANGLES-DAY                                 
36

               Serna and Darien start looking around for Amy in 
downtown LA

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              do you see her anywhere Darien?

                                          DARIEN SHIELDS
                              not it but we have to keep on
                              looking.

               Luna is walking with them and she starts sniffing some
               mecury sand

                                          LUNA



                              Serna, Darien, I smell some mecury
                              sand

               Darien and Serna look at the sand and notice that is 
coming
               from the mecury building in downtown

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              it sounds like it is coming from
                              the Mecurey building.

                                          DARIEN SHIELDS
                              we need to get to the bottom of
                              this.

               Serna and Darien start running to the mercury building

                                                                     
CUT TO

          37   INT. THE TOP FLOOR OF THE MERCURY BUILDING-AFTERNOON         
37

               Serna and Darien walk into Monroe's office

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              Dr.Monroe are in here?

                                          DARIEN SHIELDS
                              it sounds like something is just
                              not right here Serna

               as they keep on walking, a steel door shuts really 
tight in
               back of them.

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              oh no we are trapped!!!!!

                                          DARIEN SHIELDS
                              yeah I don't think that is the
                              only thing that is happening right
                              now.

               a bunch of mercury monsters appear

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              what do we do now?

                                          DARIEN SHIELDS
                              we have to fight these guys and
                              get to the bottom of this and save
                              Logan and Amy

               Darien pulls out his white mask and Darien starts
               transforming into tuxedo mask

               Serna raises her hand and her right hand starts 
sparkling
               and her finger nails start turning red and sparkling 
silver

                                          SERNA SERENITY

                                          MOON COSMIC POWER!!!!!!!

               Serna starts transforming into sailor Moon and starts



               transforming into her Sailor Moon costume

               Tuxedo Mask gets off his black staff and Sailor Moon 
gets
               her pink moon staff

                                          TUXEDO MASK
                              I will take care of these guys you
                              go look for logan.

                                          SAILOR MOON
                              Are you sure? I don't want to
                              leave you.

                                          TUXEDO MASK
                              don't worry about me. Your little
                              brother needs you Sailor Moon.

               Sailor Moon starts running and Sailor Moon jumps up in 
the
               air and brakes open an air-vent

               Sailor Moon starts crawling an in air-vent to get the
               another room

               Tuxedo Mask starts fighting the mercury monsters, one 
of the
               monsters try to punch Tuxedo Mask, Tuxedo Mask whacks 3
               monsters in the face and knocks them out

               another monster comes out from out of nowhere tackles 
him
               from behind, Tuxedo Mask back punches the monster in 
the
               face

               Tuxedo Mask gets up and starts throwing 13 different 
roses
               at the monsters and killing them

                                          TUXEDO MASK

                                          TRY OUT DOUDGING THOSE
                                          PLANTS!!!!!

               all of sudden, Queen Nehelenina comes out from out of
               nowhere and whacks Tuxedo Mask with a metal stick

                                          TUXEDO MASK(SCREAMING)

                                          
AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!

                                          QUEEN NEHELENIA
                              you must be Tuxedo Mask your just
                              in time to die Mr.Sheilds!!!!

                                          TUXEDO MASK
                              Sailor Moon and I will never let
                              you win!!!!

                                          QUEEN NEHELENIA
                              well I think that might be a
                              really different story now that I
                              have you in my sight

               Tuxedo Mask tries to whack Queen Nehelenia in the face,



               Queen Nehelenia punches Tuxedo Mask and uses her black 
evil
               dark magic and freezes Tuxedo Mask into a black ice 
cube

                                          QUEEN NEHELENIA

                                          SO LONE TUXEDO MASK AND NOW 
IT'S
                                          TIME

                                          TO TAKE CARE AND DEFEAT 
SAILOR

                                          MOON!!!!!!! 
MUAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA

                                          
BRAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAH
                                          AHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAH

                                          
AHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAH
                                          
AHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAH
                                          
AHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAH!!
                                          !!!!!

                                                                     
CUT TO

          38   INT. AN EVIL RED AND BLACK ROOM-AFTERNOON                    
38

               Sailor Moon comes out of the air-vent and lands on the
               ground

               Sailor Moon starts looking around and all of a sudden,
               sailor Moon sees Logan frozen inside a black ice cube

                                          SAILOR MOON
                              oh no...

               Sailor Moon runs to the ice cube and she starts hitting 
the
               ice cube really hard

                                          SAILOR MOON(CRYING)
                              Logan no...

               Sailor Moon starts crying and tears start coming out of 
her
               eyes

               as Sailor Moon is crying, Monroe shows up

                                          JACKIE ST.MONROE
                              hello Sailor Moon I have been
                              waiting for you.

                                          SAILOR MOON(CRYING)
                              do you know what happend to my
                              brother Dr.Monroe?

                                          JACKIE ST.MONROE
                              well no but he is still alive. but



                              the Mecurey monsters got him and
                              they also took his heart and that
                              is why he is frozen inside that
                              ice cube.

                                          JACKIE ST.MONROE(CONTD)
                              also did you ever find out what
                              you and Logan's parents disspered
                              when you where a little girl

                                          SAILOR MOON
                              what are you talking about?

                                          JACKIE ST.MONROE
                              your parents where not killed
                              Serna they where kidnapped by me
                              cause I need their engrey to live
                              as I was an alien and now I'm
                              going to finish my job and get
                              your engrey and your brother
                              now....SAY GOOD-BYE TO YOUR

                                          FUCKING HEART AND YOUR 
ENGERGY

                                          HUMAN!!!!!

                                          
MUAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAH
                                          AHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA

                                          
BRAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAH
                                          
AHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAH
                                          AHAHA!!!!!

               as Jackie is laughing, Jackie starts transforming into 
Queen
               Nehelenia and her hair starts turning pitch black and 
her
               nails start getting really long her nails start turning
               turning purple

                                          QUEEN NEHELENIA
                              surprise to see me Sailor Moon I
                              knew it would really come down to
                              this!!!!...

                                          SAILOR MOON
                              you...YOU FUCKING MONSTER!!!!...

               Sailor Moon just punches Queen Nehelenia in the face, 
Sailor
               Moon grabs her by the neck and throws her against the 
wall,
               Sailor Moon whacks Queen Nehelenia in the jaw

               Sailor Moon starts getting in really big rage and grabs
               Queen Nehelenia by the neck

                                          SAILOR MOON

                                          I'M GOING TO KILL YOU FOR 
KILLING
                                          MY



                                          BROTHER AND YOUR GOING TO 
PAY FOR

                                          EVERYTHING YOU SON OF A
                                          BITCH!!!!!!!!

                                          QUEEN NEHELENIA
                              well if you want to know the real
                              truth about your parents Serna
                              come and get it!!!!..

               Queen Nehelenia kicks Sailor Moon in the face and she 
grabs
               her and throws her up in the air, Sailor Moon grabs on 
a bar
               and throws herself to the ground and kicks Queen 
Nehelenia
               from behind

               Queen Nehelnia gets up and she starts using her dark 
magic,
               Sailor Moon uses her moon magic to defined herself and 
they
               get into a force fight

               Queen Nehelnia out forces Sailor Moon and forces her 
against
               the wall, Queen Nehelnia picks up Sailor Moon and 
throws her
               off the ledge

               sailor Moon hits her back and gets a cut on her arm, 
Sailor
               Moon gets up, Sailor Moon notices her pink staff

               Sailor Moon jumps really high in the air to get back to 
the
               2nd floor

                                          SAILOR MOON

                                          HEY BITCH...IS THAT YOU 
GOT!?...

               Queen Nehelnia gets really pissed off and she tries to
               tackle Sailor Moon, Sailor Moon takes out her pink moon
               staff and whacks Queen Nehelnia in the face, Queen 
Nehelnia
               tries to scratch Sailor Moon in the face 6 times, 
Sailor
               Moon defends herself and dodges all of her attacks, 
Queen
               Nehelnia kicks Sailor Moon in the face and forces her
               against an electrical box

                                          QUEEN NEHELENIA
                              it was so easy to capture your
                              stupid brother Serna and now you
                              will be next in line to die

               Queen Nehelnia raises her her hand out

                                          QUEEN NEHELENIA
                              now say good-night...MOON
                              BITCH!!!!

               Sailor Moon starts really getting really scared



                                          SAILOR MERCURY

                                          
MERCUREY...BUBBLE...POWER!!!!!!!

               Sailor Mercury sprays deadly mercury bubbles at Queen
               Nehelnia

               Queen Nehelnia falls off the ledge and falls into the
               darkness

                                          QUEEN NEHELENIA(SCREAMING)

                                          
AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH
                                          HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!....

               Sailor Mercury runs to Sailor Moon to help her up

                                          SAILOR MERCURY
                              Serna, are you alright?

                                          SAILOR MOON
                              who are you?

                                          SAILOR MERCURY
                              Serna it's Amy I became a sailor
                              scout just like you after my
                              accident and come on we have to
                              get out of here right now!!!!

               Sailor Moon and Sailor Mercury start running out of the
               building, they jump off the ledge, both of them hang on 
to
               the ledge and climb up

               they both see stairs that lead to the bottom of the 
floor

                                          SAILOR MERCURY
                              this way should be our way out we
                              have to get get out of here Serna.

                                          SAILOR MOON
                              Wheres Darien?

                                          SAILOR MERCURY
                              we can't help Darien we have to
                              worry about yourselves.

               Sailor Moon and Sailor Mercury start running down the 
stairs

               Sailor Moon and sailor Mercury get out of the building, 
the
               building explodes right in back of them

                                          SAILOR MOON(CRYING)

                                          LOGAN!!!!!...

                                          SAILOR MERCURY
                              Serna!!!!

               Sailor Moon runs back into the building and gets 
Logan's



               body out of the burning building

               Sailor Moon gets out of the building with a lot burned 
marks
               on her outfit

                                          SAILOR MOON(CRYING)
                              it's okay your going to be okay
                              Logan.

               Sailor Moon and Sailor Mecury espace from the building 
and
               get on top of a rooftop

                                          SAILOR MOON(CRYING)
                              oh god...Logan,Logan please stay
                              with me...

                                          SAILOR MOON(CRYING)

                                          SOMEBODY GET AN AMBULINCE 
PLEASE

                                          SOMEONE HELP!!!!!!!!

               Sailor Moon starts crying and tears come out of her 
eyes

               Logan looks up at Sailor Moon

                                          LOGAN SERENITY
                              Serna is that you? I thought i
                              lost...you...

                                          SAILOR MOON(CRYING)
                              i'm here Logan please don't go...

                                          LOGAN SERENITY
                              I don't know if Im going to make
                              Serna but I just want to say I
                              love you Serna and I will miss
                              you....

               Logan's body starts getting really weak and Logan dies 
of a
               weak body

                                          SAILOR MOON(CRYING)
                              Logan,Logan

                                          
NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
                                          
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
                                          !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!
                                          !!!!

               Sailor Moon starts crying on Logan's chest and tears 
start
               coming out of her eyes

                                          DISSVOLES TO

          39   INT. SERNA AND LOGAN'S APARTMENT-NIGHT                       
39



               Serna and Luna look at Logan's dead body

                                          LUNA
                              I'm so sorry for your loss Serna.

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              Luna, why did this have to happen?

                                          LUNA
                              I don't know Serna these things
                              just happen but I we still have to
                              Queen Nehelnia before it's too
                              late because she can get her hands
                              on more people and kill them.

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              But we are going to need more help
                              if we are to stop this monster.

               A note shows up under her door

               Serna walks to the door and lifts up the note and she 
starts
               reading the note

                                          DARIEN'S NOTE
                              Serna, if you are probley reading
                              this I'm probley dead or just
                              kidnapped but I know someone that
                              I think that can help you and Amy
                              and her name is Raina Henderson
                              and she always is at the marhsall
                              arts building in Englewood and I
                              think she will be able to help
                              you.

               Serna looks at the adress to go find her

                                          LUNA
                              Should we do it?

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              Well we don't have a choice it's
                              either this person or nothing.

                                                                    
FADE TO

          40   EXT. OUTSIDE OF THE MARSHALL ARTS BUILDING-AFTERNOON         
40

               Serna starts walking inside the building and Serna sees
               Raina practicing her fight moves

               Serna starts watching her for 20 mintutes

               Serna starts clapping and Raina looks at her

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              Wow that was really impressive.
                              I'm Serna by the way.

                                          RAINA HENDERSON
                              I'm Raina.

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              So did you know Darien?



                                          RAINA HENDERSON
                              Yeah he is my trainer at this
                              Marshall arts building here and I
                              used to date him

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              Well I hate to break this to you
                              but Darien has been kidnapped and
                              also my best friend Molly has been
                              also kidnapped and I really need
                              your help.

                                          RAINA HENDERSON
                              Well okay I will help you.

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              Okay can you meet me at my
                              apartment later today?

                                          RAINA HENDERSON
                              Sure Serna.

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              Alright I will see you later
                              tonight.

               Serna starts walking away, as Serna is walking away, 
Queen
               Nehelnia just stairs at her

                                          QUEEN NEHELENIA
                              Did you really think you could kill
                              me? Think again Sailor Moon cause
                              now that Tuxedo mask is dead now I
                              will kill the girl that used to
                              date him and earth will never be
                              the same!!!!...

               Queen Nehelenia dissapers into dark smoke and is gone.

                                                                     
CUT TO

          41   EXT. DOWNTOWN LOS ANGLES-AFTERNOON                           
41

               Raina starts walking to Serna's apartment

               As Raina is walking, Queen Nehelnia turns into a 
reguarl
               human and she puts a chemical inside Raina's coffee as 
Raina
               is walking

               Queen Nehelnia turns back into herself and Staris at 
Raina
               walking to Serna's apartment

                                          QUEEN NEHELENIA
                              This liquid will burn Raina's body
                              and my plan will be completed....

                                                                     
CUT TO

          42   WIDE: DOWNTOWN LOS ANGLES,CAILFRONA                          



42

                                                                     
CUT TO

          43   INT. SERNA AND LOGAN'S APARTMENT-NIGHT                       
43

               Raina walks into Serna's apartment

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              I'm glad your here Raina.

                                          RAINA HENDERSON
                              Thanks for having me over Serna.

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              Anyway I was wondering with your
                              skills I was wondering if you can
                              help me cause Darien told your
                              really good fighter

                                          RAINA HENDERSON
                              Well what would me role be if was
                              helping you?

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              Well I don't know yet Raina but I
                              think you know something about
                              Logan and Darien that I don't
                              know.

                                          RAINA HENDERSON
                              Well is actaully know something
                              Logan that Logan was brainwashed
                              by Monroe on the day before he
                              died and I remember Darien telling
                              my stories about Logan as well.

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              Is there anything you know about
                              mercury building?

                                          RAINA HENDERSON
                              Not a whole lot Serna but I anyway
                              I gotta go but I will call you if
                              I have anymore information cause I
                              think I just do not feel so good.

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              Alright Raina I will see you
                              later.

               Raina starts leaving Serna's apartment

                                          LUNA
                              I don't know if she has a normal
                              headache

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              What do you mean Luna?

                                                                     
CUT TO

          44   INT. RAINA'S APARTMENT-NIGHT                                 
44



               Raina starts getting really sick

               Raina feels her forehead really hard

               Raina takes 2 advils to get better

                                          RAINA HENDERSON
                              Alright this stuff should make me
                              feel a lot of better.

               Raina starts waiting for a couple seconds, Raina starts
               feeling very,very hot

                                          RAINA HENDERSON
                              Oh no what the hell is happening
                              to me?

               Raina notices her body start burning up

               Raina start looking at her hands as her hands start 
burning,
               Raina starts getting really scarred and Raina starts
               screaming

               Raina's body starts catching on fire, Raina falls on 
the
               ground, Raina's clothes start burning and catching on 
fire

                                          RAINA HENDERSON(SCREAMING)

                                          OH NO PLEASE SOMEBODY HELP 
ME!!!
                                          OH

                                          FOR GOD SHAKES SOMEBODY HELP
                                          ME!!!!

               Raina passes out and Raina looks in the mirror and both 
of
               her eyes turn red and Raina passes out

               Raina's apartment starts catching on fire, all of 
sudden
               tuxedo mask brakes down the door

                                          TUXEDO MASK

                                          RAI!!!!!!!!

               Tuxedo Mask lifts up Raina's naked body and Tuxedo mask
               rescues Raina from getting burned by the fire in her
               apartment, Tuxedo mask jumps off the building and he 
starts
               calling Serna up

                                          TUXEDO MASK

                                          SERNA COME QUICK RAI IS IN

                                          TROUBLE!!!..

                                                                     
CUT TO

          45   EXT. OUTSIDE OF RAINA'S APARTMENT-NIGHT                      



45

               Sailor Moon and Sailor Mercurey and Luna show up

                                          SAILOR MERCURY
                              What happend Darien?

                                          TUXEDO MASK
                              Raina has been drugged by Queen
                              Nehelenia

               Tuxedo Mask,Sailor Moon, and Luna start running back to 
the
               apartment with Tuxedo Mask lifting Raina in his arms

                                                                     
CUT TO

          46   EXT. BY SERA'S APARTMENT WINDOW                              
46

               Tuxedo Mask gets inside the window

               suddenly the 3 of them notice Queen Nehelenia's thugs 
coming
               at them and throwing knives at them

                                          TUXEDO MASK
                              you guys take care of those
                              monsters I will take care of Raina

                                          SAILOR MOON
                              okay Darien.

               Sailor Moon and Sailor Moon jump off the balcony ledge

               Sailor Moon starts charging up her moon powers in both 
her
               hands, Sailor Mecruy does the something with deadly 
Mecurey
               bubbles

                                          SAILOR MOON

                                          IT'S TIME TO TAKE CARE OF 
THESE

                                          SHIT-HEADS!!!!

               Sailor Moon sprays her moon powers at a lamp-post, the
               lamp-post bottom melts and the lamp-post cuts in half 
and
               lands on 8 thugs and kills them

               Sailor Moon and Sailor Mecurey start fighting the thugs

               3 thugs try to fight Sailor Moon and try to punch her 
in the
               face, Sailor Moon avoids all the attacks, Sailor Moon
               punches one of the thugs in the face and kicks the 
other
               thug in the stomach, Sailor Moon does a cartwheel and 
does a
               backflip, Sailor Moon grins her teeth and sprays moon 
light
               powers at the thug and melting their heads off



               Sailor Mecurey jumps on to a thug's shoulder and starts
               whacking him in the head 6 times, Sailor Mecury uses 
her
               legs and throws the thug with her legs and throws the 
thug
               against the wall, Another monster tries to attack 
Sailor
               Mecurey with a metal bar, Sailor Mecury avoids the hit 
and
               kicks the monster in the face and another monster tries 
to
               attack her, Sailor Mecurey kicks another monster in the 
face
               and sprays dead mercury bubbles at 5 thugs and kills 
them

               Sailor Moon ducks to avoid 3 monster thugs trying to 
whack
               her in the head, sailor Moon gets out her pink moon 
staff,
               Sailor Moon whacks 3 of the monsters with her staff by
               spinning around in circles, another monster grabs 
Sailor
               Moon by the wrist and tries to slap her, sailor Moon 
defends
               herself and kicks the monster in the face and grabs him 
the
               arm and spins him around and throws against an electric
               telephone wire and eletroucutes the monster and kills 
him

                                                                     
CUT TO

          47   INT. SERNA'S BEDROOM-NIGHT                                   
47

               Raina gets up right away and notices that trouble is 
going
               on

               as Rai is running, her body starts flamming up and 
Raina
               starts turning into Sailor Mars

                                                                     
CUT TO

          48   EXT. OUTSIDE OF SERA'S APARTMENT BUILDING-NIGHT              
48

               more and more thugs start coming

                                          SAILOR MOON
                              Amy I think there is too many of
                              them I don't know if we can kill
                              all of them!

                                          SAILOR MERCURY
                              but we have to stop Queen Nehelina
                              before she infects the whole city
                              with her mutant powers

                                          SAILOR MOON
                              and how are we going to do that?

                                          SAILOR MARS



                              I know how!!...

               Sailor Mars walks out of the shadows very slowy with a 
white
               and red top shirt with a purple bow, a golden teera 
with a
               dark red ruby, very dark red heels, red tight collar, 
red
               ruby ear-rings, red-skirt, and white and red gloves

                                          SAILOR MOON
                              Raina?..is that you?

                                          SAILOR MARS
                              I think where your brother is
                              Sailor Moon.

                                          SAILOR MOON
                              thats impossible my borther is
                              dead Rai

                                          SAILOR MARS
                              no sailor Mars that is what Queen
                              Nehelenia that was not Logan's
                              real body it was a complete fake.

                                          SAILOR MOON
                              how would you know Rai?...

                                          SAILOR MARS
                              cause I should of told you
                              this...but I used to go to college
                              with your brother and I use to go
                              that building to deliver mail and
                              they work on fake bodies of people
                              and the real Logan is in there and
                              also Darien told me about Logan
                              and Molly and Logan was going to
                              go look for them...and Queen
                              Nehelenia has Logan and Molly
                              right now in that building...you
                              got to let me help you guys

               Sailor Moon shakes Sailor Mars hands

                                          SAILOR MOON
                              welcome to the team Raina.

               sailor Mars starts flamming up her fire powers

                                          SAILOR MARS
                              Mars Cosmic POWER!!!!!!!!!...

               Sailor Mars uses her fire powers and she blows up the
               monster thugs in flames and sets the streets on fire

               as there is fire on the street, a strange dark cloud 
shows
               up

                                          QUEEN NEHELENIA

                                          HELLO SAILOR SCOUTS IT SURE
                                          SOUNDS

                                          LIKE MY THUGS WHERE PRETTY 
EASY



                                          TO

                                          KILL BUT SAILOR MOON IF YOU 
WANT
                                          TO

                                          SEE MOLLY OR LOGAN AGAIN YOU 
WILL

                                          MEET ME IN MY MECURY 
BUILDING AND

                                          FIGHT ME IF YOU DARE CHILD 
OR LET

                                          YOUR LOVED ONES GET KILLED

                                          BRAHAHAHAHAHAH

                                          
MUAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAAHAHA
                                          
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA
                                          
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA
                                          HAHA!!!!!!!!!!!!!

               the dark smoke dissapers

                                          SAILOR MOON
                              we have to stop her!!!

                                          SAILOR MERCURY
                              I agree with you on that Sailor
                              Moon.

                                          SAILOR MARS
                              what about Tuxedo Mask?

                                          SAILOR MOON
                              wait...what??...oh no!!!...

               the 3 girls start getting back into the apartment and 
brake
               the door down and found Serna's apartment all burned 
and
               trashed up

                                          SAILOR MOON
                              Tuxedo Mask has been kidnapped!!!!

                                          SAILOR MARS
                              that son of a bitch!!!!...

                                          SAILOR MERCURY
                              we have to get to that building
                              really fast before Nehelenia
                              activats that machine.

                                                                     
CUT TO

          49   EXT. MECUREY BUILDING ON THE LAUNCH PAD-NIGHT                
49

                                          QUEEN NEHELENIA
                              and now finally I will be able to



                              destroy earth with my magic evil
                              powers and Sailor Moon's brother
                              and her best friend will be
                              destroyed!!!

               Queen Nehelenia walks to Tuxedo Mask tied up in ropes 
with
               his mask off

                                          QUEEN NEHELENIA
                              it's such a shame that you didn't
                              stop Logan when you had the chance
                              cause now things are about to go
                              my way as I blow up earth and
                              destroy you!!!...

                                          TUXEDO MASK

                                          YOUR SUCH A WROTHLESS 
BITCH...YOU

                                          REALLY THINK DESTROYING 
EARTH
                                          WILL

                                          REALLY MAKE A DIFFERENCE!?

                                          QUEEN NEHELENIA
                              well not very much I just want to
                              see earht suffer into smoke!!!...

               Queen Nehelenia presses a button on her watch to raise
               Tuxedo Mask really high on platform

                                          QUEEN NEHELENIA
                              it's time to put earth into the
                              darkness!!!...

                                                                     
CUT TO

          50   INT. INSIDE THE 1ST FLOOR OF THE MERCURY BUILDING-NIGHT      
50

               Sailor Moon,Sailor Mercury, and Sailor Mars get into 
the
               building

                                          SAILOR MERCURY
                              So what is the plan Serna?

                                          SAILOR MOON
                              Well Rai you go look for Logan.
                              Amy you go look for Molly. I will
                              rescue tuxedo mask and look for
                              Nehelenia.

               The 3 sailor scouts split up and go into different
               directions

               Sailor Moon goes into the elevator and presses 48th 
floor on
               the elevator

               The elevator starts going up to that floor, the 
elevator
               stops and Sailor Moon gets out of the elevator and 



starts
               looking around

               Sailor Moon notices strange holes on some of the walls,
               smoke starts coming out the walls and Sailor Moon 
starts
               running to get the other side of the room

               Sailor Moon breaks open another door down, Sailor Moon
               starts enters into another room, all of sudden a couple 
of
               monsters try to attack her, Sailor moon does a backflip 
and
               she gets out her pink moon staff and whacks 3 monsters 
in
               the face, another monster tries to grab her, Sailor 
Moon
               punches the monster in the face and bitch slaps the 
other
               monster in the face and sprays moonlight powers at the
               monster and kills it

               More monsters come at Sailor moon does a cartwheel and 
does
               a backflip and lands on both of her feet and her right
               hand,Sailor moon throws her pink staff at the monsters 
and
               moon dust starts spraying at the monsters and killing 
them.

               Another monster tries to grab Sailor moon from behind,
               Sailor moon back punches the monster and kicks the 
monster
               in the balls and sailor moon spins her pink staff 
around and
               whacks the monster in the face 4 times in the face and
               finally hiding in the stomach and forcing the monster
               against the wall

               As Sailor Moon was about to run, Queen Nehelenia grabs 
her
               wrist and points her sharp finger at her

                                          QUEEN NEHELENIA
                              Hello Sailor Moon it's really a
                              shame you came all this way to
                              just like your parents and I know
                              even though you are very
                              Beauitful...you will never be
                              strong enough to kill me!!!!

                                          SAILOR MOON
                              You will never get away with this
                              and...I AM STRONG ENOUGH TO KILL
                              YOU!!!!! YOU STUPID GOTHIC SON OF
                              A BITCH!!!!!!!

               Sailor Moon gets in rage and kicks Queen Nehelenia in 
the
               face and whacks her in the stomach with her pink moon 
staff
               and forces her against the floor with her forehead 
bleeding

                                          SAILOR MOON

                                          IT'S ALL OVER NEHELENIA YOU 



ARE
                                          GOING

                                          TO RELEASE LOGAN AND MOLLY 
RIGHT

                                          NOW!!!!...

                                          QUEEN NEHELENIA
                              Well I'm afarid that is not going
                              to happen Sailor Moon cause in 16
                              mintutes earth will be destroyed
                              and also if you want to see your
                              parents again and your brother
                              COME AND FIGHT

                                          ME YOU MOON BITCH!!!!

               Queen Nehelenia uses her dark power to set the floor on
               fire, Queen Nehelenia does a really scary monster yell 
and
               Queen Nehelenia tries to punch Sailor Moon in the face,
               Sailor Moon avoids all her attacks, Sailor Moon punches
               Queen Nehelenia in the face and kicks her in the 
stomach

               Queen Nehelenia tries to get up and looks at Sailor 
Moon
               with a pissed off look

                                          SAILOR MOON
                              It stings doesn't it?!...

               Queen Nehelenia gets out a really sharp staff knife, 
Sailor
               Moon gets out her pink staff, Queen Nehelenia tries to 
stab
               Sailor Moon with her staff, Sailor moon defends herself 
with
               her pink staff and protects herself for a couple, Queen
               Nehelenia whacks Sailor Moon in the face and Sailor 
Moon's
               pink moon staff flys out of her hands and gets 
destroyed by
               the fire, Queen Nehelenia grabs Sailor Moon by the neck 
and
               throws her against the wall

               Sailor Moon gets up really quickly, Queen Nehelenia 
tries to
               whack Sailor Moon in face with her punches, Sailor Moon 
does
               a backflip cartwheel, Queen Nehelnia throws 8 knifes at
               Sailor Moon, Sailor Moon ducks and avoids the knifes 
and
               does 4 backflip cartwheel to avoid the last four

               Sailor Moon tries to kick Queen Nehelenia in the face 4
               times, Queen Nehelenia Grabs Sailor Moon ankles and 
sprays
               her dark magic at Sailor Moon

               Sailor Moon starts burning up and her outfit starts 
running
               out moonlight powers at her outfit and her powers start
               getting weak



               Sailor Moon tries to use her Moon powers to protect her
               self, Sailor Moon throws her teera at Queen Nehelenia 
but
               Nehelenia throws it back it her at Sailor Moon gets a 
cut on
               her right arm

               Queen Nehelenia grabs Sailor Moon with her dark magic 
staff,
               Queen Nehelenia starts chocking Sailor Moon by the 
neck, as
               Queen Nehelenia is chocking Sailor Moon, Queen 
Nehelenia
               throws Sailor Moon's teera and stomps on it and 
destroys it,
               Sailor Moon starts making chocking noises as Queen 
Nehelenia
               is chocking her

               Queen Nehelnia throws Sailor Moon into an electric wire
               panel, Sailor Moon starts getting electrocuted more 
parts of
               her outfit get more destroyed and Sailor Moon starts 
feeling
               really weak and can barley get up

                                          QUEEN NEHELENIA
                              Poor,poor Serna...no brother...no
                              parents...and most of all no
                              Molly...jus all alone with no one
                              to save you and now...

               Queen Nehelenia gets out a deadly looking knife to stab
               Sailor Moon

                                          QUEEN NEHELENIA

                                          IT'S TIME TO DIE!!!!

               As Queen Nehelenia is about to stab Sailor Moon, Sailor 
Mars
               sprays flames at Queen Nehelenia and burns her

                                          SAILOR MARS

                                          SHE IS NOT ALONE!!!...

               Sailor Mecurey shows up

                                          SAILOR MERCURY
                              Your dark days are over!!!...

               Sailor Mars gets up and uses her red mars staff to heal
               Sailor Moon from all the injuries

               Sailor Moon gets up on her feet

                                          SAILOR MOON
                              Thanks.

                                          SAILOR MARS
                              Your welcome now go save Logan.
                              Mercury will take care of this
                              bitch!!!!

               Sailor Moon starts running to the next elevator, Sailor 
Moon



               gets the elevator, the elevator brakes down and falls,
               Sailor Moon jumps really high and she grabs on to a
               rope,Sailor Moon stars climbing up the rope, Sailor 
Moon
               gets on to a ledge.

               Sailor Moon starts climbing up the ledge and starts 
running
               to the jail room

               Sailor Moon sees Molly hooked up to dark wires, Sailor 
Moon
               kicks the wires and uses her moonlight powers to burn 
the
               wires, Molly sees Sailor Moon

                                          MOLLY JENSEN
                              Serna?

                                          SAILOR MOON
                              I know it's a long story but we
                              have to get out of here now this
                              building is going to blow up in
                              smoke if we do not get out of
                              here.

               Sailor Moon and Molly start running

                                          SAILOR MOON
                              Get out of this building and go
                              somewhere that is safe.

                                          MOLLY JENSEN
                              Okay Serna.

               Molly starts running out of the building,Sailor Moon 
starts
               running up the Stairs to get to the top floor

                                                                     
CUT TO

          51   EXT. THE ROOFTOP OF THE MECUREY BUILDING-NIGHT               
51

               Sailor Moon gets to the top of the building and sees 
nobody

               All of sudden, Sailor Moon gets whacked in the face by 
Queen
               Nehelenia and Sailor Moon gets forced against an object

                                          QUEEN NEHELENIA
                              It's great you can finally join us
                              because you can never know what is
                              going to happen. So you have 2
                              choices...

               Queen Nehelenia uses her dark magic and shows Logan And
               Tuxedo Mask tied up

                                          QUEEN NEHELENIA
                              Let Tuxedo mask die by falling
                              down...or your brother getting
                              electrocuted?...

                                          SAILOR MOON



                                          NO MORE GAMES NELHELENIA AND 
IT'S

                                          TIME TO END THIS ONCE AND 
FOR
                                          ALL!!!

                                          QUEEN NEHELENIA

                                          WRONG ANSWEAR!!!!

               Nehelenia drops both of them, Sailor Moon jumps off the
               building and sky dives to catch Logan in his hands, 
Sailor
               Moon grabs tuxedo Mask and Sailoe Moon uses her moon 
powers
               to lower them down to the ground

               Sailor Moon jumps up in the really high and grabs on to 
the
               ledge climbs up to face Nehelenia

                                          QUEEN NEHELENIA

                                          YOU HAVE MELTED WITH MY 
PLANS FOR
                                          THE

                                          LAST TIME SAILOR 
MOON!!!!!...

               Queen Nehelenia tries to stab Sailor Moon, Sailor Moon 
grabs
               Queen Nehelenia's wrist really hard and punches Queen
               Nehelenia in the face, Queen Nehelenia gets in rage and
               tries to punch Sailor Moon in the face, Sailor Moon 
kicks
               Queen Nehelenia in the face, Sailor Moon grabs Queen
               Nehelenia by the neck and punches her in the face 10 
times,
               Queen Nehelenia tries to attack Sailor Moon, Sailor 
Moon
               punches Queen Nehelenia and kicks her in the face and 
jaw

               Sailor Moon throws Queen Nehelenia against an electric 
panel
               and Queen Nehelenia gets electrocuted by the electric 
wires

                                          QUEEN NEHELENIA(SCREAMING)

                                          
AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH
                                          HHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

               Sailor Moon whacks Queen Nehelenia in the face with a 
metal
               bar and blood starts coming out of her mouth

                                          QUEEN NEHELENIA
                              NOOOOOO...I cannot loose to
                              you...you

                                          STUPID GIRL AND!!!!



               Sailor Moon whacks Queen Nehelenia in the face knocks 
her
               out for good

                                          SAILOR MOON

                                          I AM SAILOR MOON THE 
CHAMPION OF

                                          JUSTIC AND IN THE NAME OF 
THE
                                          MOON I

                                          WILL PUNISH YOU!!!!!!!!!...

                                          QUEEN NEHELENIA(SCREAMING)

                                          
NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
                                          
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!
                                          !!!...

               Sailor Moon kicks Queen Nehelenia off the building and 
Queen
               Nehelenia falls to her death

                                          QUEEN NEHELENIA(SCREAMING)

                                          
AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH
                                          
HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!
                                          !!!!

               Queen Nelenia dies for good.

               Logan and Molly get to the top of the building

               Sailor Moon runs to them and hugs to them really tight

                                          SAILOR MOON
                              Logan, Molly are you guys
                              alright?...

                                          MOLLY JENSEN
                              we are okay Serna you really saved
                              us.

                                          SAILOR MOON
                              Logan!!!!...

               Sailor Moon hugs Logan really tight

                                          SAILOR MOON
                              Logan I'm really glad your back I
                              really thought I lost you...

                                          LOGAN SERENITY
                              yeah same here Serna.

                                          SAILOR MOON
                              I love you Logan I will make
                              nothing like this never happens to
                              you again. I love you Logan...

                                          LOGAN SERENITY



                              I love you too Serna.
                                     (music for love
                                     by Mario plays
                                     in the
                                     background)

               Sailor Moon stairs at the moonlight for the rest of the
               night

          52   WIDE: OF SAILOR MOON STANDING ON THE ROOFTOP OF THE          
52
               DESTROYED

               MERCURY BUILDING

                                                                     
CUT TO

          53   EXT. THE STAPLES CENTER-NIGHT                                
53

               Serna,Molly,Amy,Raina,Logan, and Darien start watching 
an
               L.A. Lakers game

                                          LOGAN SERENITY
                              come on Kobe shoot the ball!!!...

                                          DARIEN SHIELDS
                              do you know they have more weapons
                              right?

                                          LOGAN SERENITY
                              yeah but I love Kobe though he is
                              awesome.

               Luna comes out of Serna's purse

                                          LUNA
                              I have to say job well done Serna
                              by saving Logan and Molly.

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              well it wasn't very easy but we
                              managed to do a really awesome
                              job.

               as Serna is sitting in their seats in the Staples 
Center, a
               baskitball gets passed to Serna

               Serna looks at the basketball and Serna starts spinning 
the
               ball with one finger, Serna shoots the ball with her 
moon
               powers and basketball goes into the basket

                                          DARIEN SHIELDS
                              damn girl. How the hell did you
                              that?

                                          SERNA SERENITY
                              I have my ways Darien.

                                          DARIEN SHIELDS
                              well nice shoot meat-ball head.



               Serna whacks her number 1 sign at Darien and Serna 
starts
               laughing and all of sudden the rest of the group starts
               hitting each other with balloons and number 1 foams

                                          LOGAN SERENITY
                              Serna knocks it off.

                                          RAINA HENDERSON
                              your messing my hair.

                                          LUNA
                              Serna that foam is making my fur
                              itch like crazy

               Serna keeps on hitting them with a number 1 foam

                                          DISSVOLE TO

          54   EXT. DOWNTOWN LOS ANGLES-NIGHT                               
54

               suddenly the words "The End" start getting written with 
moon
               dust

                                                                     
CUT TO

               BLANK SCREEN

               "The Beauiful Sailor Moon"

               the credits start rolling


